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We vltw the ~ppliat lcm of populsfion aenrtlcal methodolw ta mttural e v o l u t h  
ns a friendly amendment to Isbuman sociohfolog, but one that is esrpential to a complete 
Daminian theoq OF human behavior. 
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"Either God is  or he is not." But to which view shwld we be inclined? 
Reason cannot dcetde thts question. Infinlre cham separates us. At the 
Car end of this infinite distance a coln is being spun whlch will come down 
heads or tails. How will you wager? 

. . . Let us weigh up the gun and lass involved in calling heads that 
God exists. Let us assess the two cases: . . . [Tlhcre is  an ~ n f i n ~ t y  of in- 
finitely happy l i fe  to be won. one chance of w inn ln~  against a fin~te number 
of chances of 3055. and what you are sraking is finire. That leaves no chotcc; 
wherever there 1s infinity, and where there arc not Enfin~tc chance of losing 
against that of  winnrng. there is no room for hesltat~on, you must give 
everything. 

-Blaisc Pascal 

I 
n fragment 418 of his Pense~s,  "The Wager," Pascal argues that ra- 
tional people should choose to believe in God, even when they are 
unsure of whether he exists. The argument is presented in the form of 
Pascal's half of a dialog between himself and a tational skeptic. Pascal 

bcglns by agreeing with the skeptic that there is no rational way to determine 
whether God actually does or does not exist, As he puts it, "Reason cannot 
make you choose either, reason cannot prove either wrong. " Nonetheless, 
he urges the: skeptic. you must decide one way or the other, because you 
must live your life, and in doing so you must choose whether or not to behave 
as a Christian. Pascal then totes up the gains and losses that will rcsuEt from 
each choice. By choosing belief. he argues, you are trading a certain but 
finite loss-the pleasures of the flesh during life-for the chance of infinite 
gain: eternal happiness. "There is no choice" Pascal urges the Skeptic. ". . . 
wager that He does exisr." While the importance of this reasoning in Pascal's 
midlife decision to commit himself totally to Christianity is unclear,' the 
fame and longevity of Pascal's wager testify to i t s  appeal to others. 

' Pascal wa5 a practicing Chrirrfan all of his life. He was m<cd in a bourgeois fam~ly wirh 
conventional r d ~ g ~ o u s  beliefs, and then as a young man, Parcal was convened to Janrcn~srn, 
a Cathwlrc ~ c t  [hat stnsscd perzonal faith. At the rarnc time, however, he was a central figure 
an the secular Irfc nf hlr ttrnc. HE perlormed phyrlcal expenrnents a~rned a[ dclcctlng the prup- 
cmcs of gasses. he dcvclopcd the fir\( mcchan~cal calculator. and. ~ r t h  Fermat, dircovered 
the harks law% oTmathcm:~frcal proba'h~l~ty. P~sca l  uar a130 ~ n v o l \ f d  in a wtalrhy. soph~fricared 
socl,il crrcle. In w h c h  pcoplc valucd w ~ t ,  good rnanncrr, and ~ t y l t .  and I~ t t l e  ernphar15 - a \  
pl,icrd on rclrp~our vatucl ?Iccord~ng teone t.~opraphrr ~ D a v ~ d w n  l W ) ,  dunnpthrc:irly 16509, 
I':~scal began to feet an rnttnse cent?icr bctwcen h ~ r  .a!lracnlon to rclencc ;~nd h x t d  ilnttcrcour\c 
;ind h ~ r  rcl ig~oas h' l lc f .  In 1634, he dhruptly abandoned lh l r  wcular E~tc style and shonlv thcrr- 
iltter underwent the Intense convrrrlon cnpenencc v~vrdlv dcscnbcd In h ~ s  "Mcmonal." For 
the mort pan, he devoted [he rema~ndtr  o f  h ~ z  l ~ l e  to an unwcccrrful anonymous dcfensc of 
Jansenr\m against artackl by church ;~ulhonrrtr and to chmrablc work monRIk the pcmr. I t  if 
cary to ImaKlnc that {he rcasontnuouthncd In the "Waper'" war Imponant in  pascal'^ decirion 
to ,]bandon I 'le secular ~ocaal and rn!cllcc~ual ItFc that hc Icd in P,lns, but thcrc 1s no real t b ~ d t n c e  
that th15 1 %  thc care. 



That humans oRen reason and act in accotd with sentiments inspired 
by religion and similar systems of thoueht is at the cmx af debates about 
the applicability of Darwinian theory to human behavior. Much of the be- 
havior that results from religious belief seems. on first inspection, to make 
little evolutionary sense. For example. in his early 30s and at the height of 
his scientific success, Pascal abandoned the aocial and intellectual life of 
the salons of Paris and devoted his remaining years to work among the poor 
and to the anonymous defense of Janstnism, an embattled doctrine favored 
at the Port Roval Monastev, with which he was closely associated. Neither 
the motivation for his acts nor their outcome seem to make sense in evo- 
lutionary terms. There are obviously many similar examples, of which the 
existence of celibate priesthoods i s  perhaps the most extreme, A number of 
aluthorr have argued (e.~.,  Sahlins 1976) that the importance of such systems 
of thought falsifies the hypothesis that human behavior can be understood 
in t e m s  of evolutionary theory. Because people are able to invent symbolic 
culture, it is argued, a non-Dawinian theory Is necessary. On the other hand. 
a number of authors have argued that the evidence su~gests that behavior 
inspired by religious belief can be interpreted as consistent with a Darwinian 
theory of behavior. For example, Boone (1983) has argued that Medieval 
crusading can be understood as resulting from the reduced reproductive 
opportunity of second wnr. and Alexander (1974, p. 15R) has advanced a 
similar explanation for celibate priesthoods. Because the patterns of varia- 
tion in behavior are consistent with the adaptive interest of individualq, these 
authors argue. there is. no need to invoke non-Darwinian explanations. 

i n  this essay. we argue that it is not sensible to regard "sociobiolopical" 
and "cultural" explanations of human behavior as mutually exclusive hy- 
potheses. I t  is likely that people acquire cultural beliefs that lead them to  
behave in ways that could not be predicted on the basis of ordinaw Das- 
winian theory, and at the same time a great deaf of the variation in these 
same behaviors can be understood in Danvinian t e m s .  A satisfactory ev- 
olutionary account of human behavior requires first teasing apart the pro- 
cesses by which culture and genes affect behavior, and then understanding 
how they interact in the time scales of individual decisions, cultural evo- 
lution, and genetic evolution to produce aht patterns of human behavior 
we observe. 

The basic elements of our argument are as foltows: 
Cultural ~parinrinn i-r Lshaped hv er-.oh*ed ps?*chola~icol predispositions. 

Along with most sociohiologi(;ts. we believe that human choices, includinq 
choices amonF alternative beliefs and Values are shaped by evolved goals. 
People strive to avoid hunger, attain sexual gratification, achieve control 
over others, and so on. We aqsume that such prediqpa3itions affect people's 
decision5 to adopt particular belief$ and that culture is shaped by these 
predispositions in wch a way that much cultural variation can be understood 
as a indirect product of Darwinian procepses. especially natuml selection. 

Becsrrrse the s p s ~ n d  of some kinds qf beliefs is  weakl?~ nffecred hv 
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evolved predispositions, orher processes may be important in cultural CV- 

oiution. Unlike most sociobiologists, we think that the spread of many kinds 
of beliefs cannot be stronply influenced by evolved predispositions because 
it is difficult or impossible for individuals to determine which of many al- 
ternatives best serve the evolved goals, even when alternative beliefs differ 
markedly in this respect. We arplue below that religious beliefs are p o d  
examples. Therefore. such belief5 may evolve under the inff uence of a va- 
riety of other kinds of processes that frequently lead to the spread of beliefs 
than could nut be predicted on the basis of ordinary Darwinian theory. For 
example, it is plausible that religious beliefs may spread because they en- 
hance the  stability of groups. 

Religious faith and similar beliefs can ogt-ct behavior even $it is os- 
sumed rhar people strive ro satisfi evolved goals. First, individuals with 
different beliefs about the world may make dinrerent choices even if they 
have the same goals. Suppose that all people were purely selfish and valued 
only personal satisfaction. Nonetheless. selfish individuals who believe in 
an omniscient God who punishes sinners would be more likely to behave 
morally than those who think they need only avoid human detection. Second. 
the behavior of individuals who hoId such beliefs may fleet the decision5 
of others who do not, For example, people with religious beliefs often ex- 
ercise sanctions and confer rewards on others; a private atheist may choose 
the priesthood and preach the faith because of the prestige and wealth con- 
ferred on priests by the devout. 

I f the  cuirural environment is taken es given, much behavioral variation 
may still be explained in ordinary Darwinian terms. Because behavior results 
from the interaction of cuFturaEly acquired beliefs and the attempt to satisfy 
evolved goals, we expect that much behavioral variation can be explained 
in terms of evolved goals. IF, for example, first sons have more to lose by 
joining the Crusades than do second sons, then second sons will be more 
likely to choose to join even if eldest sons' beliefs in Christianity are equally 
fervent. 

Over the long run of kominid evolution, crtlrural variation must have 
influenced whar predispositions evolved. Humans are a species highly spe- 
cialized in the use of culture-or social learning, to use the psychologist's 
term-as a means of acquiring adaptive information. Much of our psycho- 
logical structure must have evolved in response to the oppportunities and 
constraints imposed by the peculiarities of the cultural inheritance system. 
We believe that we can only understand what sons of genetically evolved 
predispositions are likely to hare arisen in hominid evolutionary history by 
taking account the evolutionary properties of culture. 

These assertions will be fleshed out in three sections. First. we will 
review the sociobiofogist's argument about how human culture is shaped by 
evolved and genetically transmitted predispositions. Then we will con- 
sider how other processes may affect cultural variation in the context of a 
particdar example, the belief that virtue Is rewarded in an afterlife, and how 



this beIief can in turn affect how people attempt t o  satisfy evolvtd goals. 
Finally, w t  will argue that the ideas presented in the example generalize to 
many other cases of the interaction of evolved predispositions and cultura! 
evolution. 

1. THE ROLE OF EVOLVED PREDISPOSITIONS IN 
SHAPING CULTURAL VARIATION 

Human sociobioFogists differ about whether cultural variation within and 
among contemporary human groups is adaptive. Some (Alexander 1979; 
Betzig 19R6; Turke 1984; Durham 1976) believe that a m a 1  deal of content- 
p o n y  variation i.r adaptive. i.e., that one can gtnemll?, predict variation in 
behavior by determining the variation in fitness maximizing behavior. Of 
course, they admit that exceptions exist: Mistakes occur. many behaviors 
have little impact on fitness, and even important traits may temporarily drin 
awav from the fitnew optima. In general. however. these authors believe 
that cultural differences represent adaptation. Others, including Dalv and 
Wilson, Tooby and Cosrnides, and Barkow in their contrihutinnr to this 
issue, argue that behavior represents an adaptation to the social and eco- 
topical conditions that confronted Pleistocene food foragers (set also Konntr 
19R2: van den Rerehe 19R1). According to this view, some cultura! variation 
may be adaptive because the relevant aspects of the environment have not 
chan~ed  very much. There will be much behavior that is  nbt fitness maxi- 
mizing under cursent conditions because the environment imposed by farm- 
ing and industrial life i s  so diflerenz from food foraging, but we can still 
understand human behavior in terms of the outmoded evolved predispoqi- 
tions interacting with conternporaty environments. 

Two ideas unify these disparate views, Fint, with very few exctption~ 
(Lumsden and Wilson 1981, Chap. 6: Freedman 1979. Chap. 9). human so- 
ciabialog~sts reject the idea that significant genetic variation underjies be- 
havioral variation among contemporary humans. Important cultural changes 
can occur in a very shon rime. and important cultural differences are main- 
tained between adjoining human groups despite substantial amounts of gene 
flow. It is vew difficult to believe that behaviotal variation on these temporal 
and spatial scales can be explained by genetic variation (Boyd and Richerson 
1985, pp. 155-157). In fact. given the high degree otmorpholopical similarity 
between contemporary and late-Pleistocene humans. it is easy to believe 
that humans have had very similar genttically evolved predirpo~ition~ for 
the last few tens of thousandr of years, Similarly, the existence of arl and 
stylistic variation in artifacts (Marshack 1976; Isaac 19761 during the same 
period supports the "prvchic unity" of humans an this time scale. 

The second, related idea is that cultural variation among contemporary 
humans has been shaped and channeled by evolved predispositions. Ae- 
cordine to this view, people do nor uncritically acquire the beliefs. values, 
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and attitudes that characterize the people around them. Instead. evolution 
has equipped people with psychological mechanisms that cause them to be 
predisposed to acquire beliefs, values, and attitudes that either are presently 
fitness enhancing or were fitness enhancing under Pleistocene food foraging 
conditions. Most sociobiologists would probably agree on the basic nature 
of these mechanisms; people are endowed with evolved goals. They fear 
death, avoid hunger and discomfort, value sexual gratification, and social 
approval, and so on. Through various mechanisms (not necessarfly con- 
scious ones) people attempt ro evaluate alternative beliefs, values. and at- 
titudes, and then adopt the variants that best satisfy these genetically in- 
herited goals, as evaluated by genetically inherited cognitive capacities. 
People may acquire secondary cultural dispositions and cognitive skills, but 
the primary genetic ones are fundamentally re&onsible for the rmjecfory of 
cultural evolution. 

Sociobiologists differ about the nature and specificity of the psyche  
logical mechanisms thar they think shape cultural variation. Those who arpue 
thar contemporary behavior is usually adaptive imagine that a small number 
06 quite general psychelogicai mechanisms maintain behavior near the fitness 
optimum in a wide range of different environments, including contem'poraq 
industrialized societies (e.g., Rinn and Alexander 1983). Those who doubt 
that cursent behavior is adaptive tend to envision a larger number of mech- 
anisms that are more specific to the environment of Pleistocene food foragers 
(e.g., Tmby and Cosmides, this issue). To simplify oour prose, we will sum- 
marize all of these mechanisms by saying that people are predisposed to 
acquire beliefs [that satisfy "evolved gods." 

The invariant evolved predispdsiiions posited by human sociobioIogists 
lead to cultural variation because they bias cultural evoluiion in different 
directions in different environments. The beliefs. values, and attitudes that 
lead to reproductive success (a long comfortable life, many wives or chil- 
dren, and so on) may be quite different in different environments. For ex- 
mple.  very different kinds of subsistence s W s  and smial organilalions 
charac~erizt tmditional African socieries living in savannahs and in moist 
tropical highlands. I t  seems that nomadic pastoralism and fierce individu- 
alism art adaptations to the savannaR while sedentary cuEtivation and so- 
cial] y aware conformily succeeds in the feflilt, densely settled highlands. 

i I n  both cases, the argument is that people are able to assess which beliefs 
and attitudes lead to success in a particular environment, and then tend to 
adopt those beliefs and attitudes. 

The idea thar cultural variation has been shaped by evolved propensities 
al f~ws human sociobiologists to make some kinds of general predictions 
about human behavior. T h i s  task seems straightforward for those who think 
lhat cu1rud variation I S  currently adaptive; the beliefs and values that pre- 
dominate in a particular culture should be the ones that repre 
duetive success in the environment at hand. For those t b t  think that cultuse 
is s h a ~ d  by gods that were appropriate in f d  foraging conditions, the 



task is a bit mart complicated: First. they must understand what past con- 
ditions were like, then deduce what kinds of predispositions would maximize 
fitness under those conditions. and finally predict the effect of the antique 
predispositions in contcmpora~ environments. In either case, making pre- 
dictions often requires detailed knowledge of relationship between cultural 
variation and variation in reproductive success in particular environments. 
either past or present. However. there are many beliefs and values that 
would seem to be maladaptive in any environment. This fact allowc human 
sociobiologists to make general predictions ahout human cultural variation. 
For example. as Cosmides and Tooby arme in their contribution to this 
issue. predispositions that lead to unrtciprocattd altruism toward undated 
people will never be favored by natural selection under any assumptions 
about the environment. If one accepts this argument, then it follows that 
beliefs that cause people to behave unselfishly toward nonrelatives should 
never predominate in anv human culture, hecause evolved predispositions 
will eause people to reject such beliefs, 

We think that the sociobioto~cal views we have outlined are. in principle 
and probably in fact, incomplete. While evolved predispositions must be 
omonR the rnn.rt important inflwnccs on culture. they cannot hc ?he onlv 
processes that cauqe some cultural variants to spread and others to Recome 
extinct. Moreover, there are g o d  reasons to believe that for some kinds of 
traits. these additional processes are more influential than those that result 
from evolved goals. This fact causes the interaction of genes and culture to 
be a coevoIutionary process of some complexity. The example in the next 
section and the generali~ation s f  it in the following one are meant to show 
how the reciprocal influences of cultural variation andl evolved predisposi- 
tions can be important in explaining contemporary human behavioral varia- 
tion and, in the deeper past. how the processes of cnltutal ero!ution might 
have stmctured the genetic evolution of some predispositions in the fir5Z 
instance. 

2. A MODES OF Tm EVOLUTION OF THE BELIEF T H A T  
VIRTUE IS REWARDED IN AN AFTERLIFT 

With these ideas in mind, let US now consider how the helief that virtue is 
rewarded in an afterlife might evolve. We are not interested here in belief 
in an afterlife per se: it is easy to understand how an evolved fear of death 
might lead to the spread of this idea. Nor are we interested in public com- 
pliance with religious practice; there are many practical reasons to appear 
to conform to widely held dogma. Rather. we want to consider how it might 
come to be that simificant numbers of people really believe that individuals 
who behave unselfishly on earth live forever in a paradise after death, while 
those who behave selfishly. perish (or wofie, suffer forever in a hell). 
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The belief in rewards in an afterlife is interesting because it is plausible 
that in an attempt to satisfy evolved gods, believers will be more likely to 
behave unselfishly, on the average, than unbelievers. For the sake of ar- 
gument. let us suppose that people have evolved preferences for longevity, 
personal comfort. and lots of healthy children and relatives. To keep things 
simple, let us further suppose that these art only two kinds of people, atheists 
who do not believe that virtue i s  rewarded En an afterlife and believers, who 
do. In any behavioral choice, believers must balance the short-run costs in 
terns of reduced comfort, and perhaps numbers of offsp~ng,  against she 
long-run gains in cornfott and longevity that will result in the hereafter. The 
worldly atheist does not face this trade-off. Thus it seems likely  hat, all 
other things being equd, the believer is more likely to choose the monastery 
or distribute his wealth among the poor than the atheist, even though both 
believer and atheist are assumed to be trying to satisfy the same evolved 
goals. These differences in behavior do not result from different evolved 
predispositions. Rather, believers and atheists have very different notions 
of what the world is empirically like. OF course, many factors other than 
religious conviction affect the choices of any palticular individual. For ex- 
ample. in a society with primogeniture, second sons might Rave many fewer 
opportunities to have children than first sons. Thus, we would expect second 
sons (if we control for piety) to be more likely to choose to become monks.' 

The evolution of a belief in reward in an afterlife is problematical b e  
cause it is hard to see how attempting to satisfy evolved predispositions wiIl 
guide the choice of whether to believe in an afterlife or not. From the point 
of view of an individual attempting to achieve evolutionary gods such as 
long Fife, personal comfort, and so on, the answer depends on which belief 
is true. If unselfish behavior is rewarded during an afterlife, it is best to 
choose one's behavior accordingly, and vice versa. The problem, of course, 
is there there i s  no easy way to test claims a b u t  the supernatural. 

Christianity, for example, is  elaborately justified by rational arguments 
and emotional appeals designed to disarm the most intelligent skeptic and 
remove this system of belief from the possibility of empirical disconfirma- 
eion. Even such an intellectual giant as Pascal could be convinced to choose 
to believe in an eternal reward. and then act on this belief. Because the 
reality of reward in the hereafter i s  immune to any objective evaluation, it 
seems to us that the likelihod that people will adopt or not adopt t h s  belief 
will only be weakly affected by evolved propensities like those discussed 
above, 

If our argument is correct so far, and if the only processes causing 
c u l t u d  change were due to a biased social learning mechanism requiring 

By using the example of religion (with Pascal's Christianity in specifjcaiiy in mind) for iIlu~- 
rration here, we do not mean ro irnpty that relidon is always required for unselfish behavior, 
nor that religion 1s always assmiafcd w~th  unsslllrh bthavior. I t  i s  ~ntcrtsting. howtvcr. that 
moral codes art soofren embedded an supernatural k l i t f  systems. Rappapon (1979) and Camp- 
bcIl 11975, 19833 prev~de mttrcsting recent d~scussions of this phenomenon. wh~ch we attempt 
to model in more detail than 1s poss~blc here In Boyd and hchcnen 0983, Chap. 8 ) .  



I empirical proofs, then frequency of rht belief in reward in the hereafter in 

i the population would change only very slowly, if at all. Some atheists would 
take some natural phenomena as confirming the existence of the afterlife, 
while some believers would despair for lack of convincing proofs. We would 
expect that the net effect of such decisions on the fraction of the population 

t 
that believed would he relatively small. and. therefore. neither be l ie f  would 

I spread rapidly at the expense of the other. 

i However. it is easy to imagine a variety of other social processes that 
could cause 50me beliefs to become commoner and other beliefs to become 
rarer. For example, it  is plausible that the involvement of religious orders 
in charity and education, within limits. increases the number of believers in 
a group. The propensity of believers to obedience and public service may 
well increase the political stability of psoups with such a rale for religion. 
Tterefore, groups with a greater fraction of believers arc more likely to 
persist. Over time, this process of cultural proup selection will. all other 
things being equal. cause the belief in reward in the afterlife to spread. 
Whether this actually occurs depends on a variety of factors. However. it 
is clear that if these are the only two processes genemting cultural change, 
then as the eflect of evolved goal5 becomer weaker, selection amone p u p s  
will become more important. Group selection is but one of a variety of 
processes that can shape cultural variation in way5 that are not directly 
explicable in terns of evolved goals. (See Boyd and Richenon 1985. Chaps. 
6-R. for a discussion of several such processes.) We will refer to these as 
"nonsociobiological" processes because they do not play any important role 
in the usual sociobiological views of cultural change. 

When nonsociobiological processes such as cultural group seIection shape 
cultutal variation instead ~f evolved goals, the result can be that most people 
will choose to behave in ways that one would not predict based on ordinary 
evolutionary theory. Let us suppose that selection among groups ha5 caused 
believers to become much more common than atheists. Assuming that be- 
h a v f o n  that result from belief (such as charity, defense of the faith, and 
chastity) cause believers to have lower fitness on the average than atheists. 
the average behavior in the population would not be predicted through a 
stmightforward application of sociobiological theory. Moreover. believers 
may he prone to exercise sanctions and confer rewards on others. C r u s a d i n ~ .  
defending obscure daetn'nts. acts of Christian charily. entrance into a son- 
vent. and the like may. on avemgc, serve the evolved pods of private non- 
btlievcts if these behaviors are rewarded by believers. This does no! mean 
that human behavior has somehow transcended biology. It simply meam 
that to understand human behavior, evolutionary theory must be modified 
to allow for the complexities introduced by social learning. 

These ideas are consistent with much variation both within and among 
societies beine in line with socfobiological predictions. On the view proposed 
here, people strive to satisfy evolved goals, but in the context of culturaIly 
acquired beliefs. 3hus, if the cultural conrcxt is t akpn  as ~ i c e n ,  we would 
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expect rhor much  ariati ti on in behavior would he explkabl~ in sociobiolo~ical 
terms. For example, we would expect that a believer's decision to join a 
monastery will be influenced by what he or she must give up in order to do 
so. A wealthy woman may well be more likely to enter n convent than a 
poorer one if it is customary to marry hypergynously. even if their religious 
beliefs are equal1 y fervent. The same argument applies to variation among 
societies. A celibate can mote likely enhance his relatives' reproductive 
success in a society in which celibates are admired. wealthy, or powerful 
than in one i n  which such people are recruited by poor  and despised religious 
minorities. 

It is dso possible religious beliefs could have influenced the evolution 
of predispositions. Clearly, the specific doctrines of particular religions are 
relatively short-lived and are unlikely to have large effects on the evolution 
of genes. However, supematunt beliefs are a crow-cultural universal IWal- 
lace 1966, p. 4). Most such belief systems include theories of reward and 
sanction by supernatural personalities or forces either in this life or an af- 
terlife (Wallace 1%6. pp. 56-37). The earticst archaeological evidence for 
the ceremonial treatment of the dead predates the emergence of anatom- 
ically modern humans (Solecki 1971). Such rituals usually occur today in 
the context of religion, so perhaps cultural beliefs in supernatural rewards 
and punishments have been a near universal feature of the  social environ- 
ment of gene5 for tens of thousands of years. If group selection has commonly 
acted on such beliefs over this span of time, humans might well be genetically 
predisposed to behave altr~istically.~ 

3. GENERALIZATION: CULTURE AS A PROBLEM IN 
COEVOLUTION 

The idea of an afterlife with infinite rewards is only an especially striking 
example of a much larger class of cultural variation about whrch it i s  difficult 
and costly to apply evolved predispositions to make adaptive choices in real 
environments. The natural world is complex, hard to understand, and vari- 
able from place to place and time to time. Is witchcroft real? What causes 
malaria? What are the best crops to grow in a particular location? Are natural 
events affected by human pleas to their governing spirits? The rejationship 
between cause and effect in the social world is  often equally hard to discern. 
What sort of person should one marry? What mixture of devotion to work 

' Damin  ( I f l 4 ,  Chap. 4, 5 )  thought rhar a smxl or sympathy and scnzitivity ro the opinion or 
othcn wcm ancient smial in~trnuts developed to a high dcprcc In htrmsnq hy sclect~un based 
on competition and contl~ct hetwcen tritw*. H e  ~ c e m c d  to klEevc th:br much of vanallon 
between rnbes ltadtnp to thrs proup ~clecrron was due lo d~lftrmcer In curtomr. although hlr 
notlon of "lnhtnlcd habits" ducr nor male the modern 5h;irp d~rt lnct~en hctwccri Rcncrlc and 
cultural vanatLon. Darw~n himrclf war thus the fimt ro hvpothe.il~c thsr h a w  human prcdlr- 
positions could cvolvc tn response to our lmllallve EapaLlry combinrd wrlh gmup %etccr~on. 
Wc wtll sketch a rnodcrnucd vanallon of h15 hypoihcsls below. 



and family will result in !he most happiness or the highest fitness? People 
can make some intelligent pesses about such decisions, but, compared to 
the variation we observe in others' behavior. the number of alternatives we 
can investigate in any detail j~ quite limited. Even if individuals art willing 
to devote substantial effort to pardiculardecisians. each of us faces tas many 
decisions to make costly investigations before making all of them. The pic- 
ture that emerges from behavioral decision theory (Nisbstt and ROSS 19H01 
is  that people commonly rely on simple. often misleading rules of thumb to 
make complex decisions. Comides and Tooby's p a p r  in this issue illus- 
t n t e s  a similar kind of phenomenon. People seem to be quite skilled at 
making lo@! inferences in one problem domain, but the skill does not 
generalize to other. logically equivalent dorna~ns. Human decigion-making 
skills seem empirically to be a compromise between the rewards of accurare 
judgments and the costs imposed by enlarging the comitive apparatus and 
increasing information collected from the environment. 

When the determination of which kliefs best satisfy evolved goals is  
costly or difficult, unbiased imitation may he an adaptive response to variable 
environments. We have invectigated theoretical modcls in which both social 
and individual learning are po~sible.  and we asked what mix of the two will 
be favored bv <election IRoyd and Richersart 19R3.1985, Chap. 4). According 
to our analysi~, the answer depend? mainly on the kind of environment in 
which the population exists and on the relative costs and error rates of social 
and individual learning. When imitation i s  easy and accurate compared to 
individual learning, and when environmental change from generation to pen- 
etation .is neither too rapid nor too slow, individuals will  be kst off de- 
pending mostly on imitation. This result i s  quite intuitive. When environ- 
ments chanpe substantially from generation to generation. what those of the 
parental generation have learned is of little use to their offspring, and mostly 
individual learninl;! is favored. In very slowly ehanpinpl environmentq. any 
form of  individual learning is useless because natural selection on cultural 
or genetic variation is sufficient to keep adaptive variant% in high frequencv 
without F H C ~  a co~t ly .  error-prone process. Pure imitation (or genetic Trans- 
misqion) i s  favored. In the intermediate environments with moderate chanpes 
from generation to generation, a relatively weak. low-cost dic;positfon to 
learn is effective in keeping the adaptive trait at high frequency. The strategy 
favored by selection is to imitate a traditionai behavior, make a few obqer- 
vations of the environment, and make marginal adjuqltmcnts in the imitated 
behavior as indicated by the observations. In intermediate environments. 
this stratepy balances the chance of imitating an outdated tradition with the 
cost and pos~itrilitv of error due to individual learning. 

As the effect of evolved goals on cultural change weakens, culture bt- 
comes more and more like a svstem of inheritance. Much of an individual's 
hehavior is s product of beliefs, skills, cthicat norms, and social attitudes 
that are acquired from a set of other people by social learning. To predict 



how an individual will behave. one must have knowledge about his or her 
cultural milieu. This does not mean that ahc evolved predispositions that 
underlie individual learning become unimportant. Indeed. without them, cul- 
tural evolution would be uncoupled from genetic evolution and would pro- 
vide none of the fitness-enhancing advantages that must have favored the 
evolution of capacities for culture. 

To the extent that impottant components of culture are acquired by 
imitation and only weakly influenced by evolved goals, it follows that the 
culture can only be understood by taking account of its population-level 
properties. Ernst Mayr (1982, pp. 487-4831 argues that Darwin's greatest 
contribution to science was not his theory of natural selection. but the 
method he used to deduce it. Mayr calls this method "population thinking." 
In brief, population thinking means that evolutionary change is understood 
in terms processes that affect the heritable variation cantaintd in a popu- 
lation. The cultural traits that we observe ER a society, like the genes that 
we observe in a population, are the long-run result of of the repeated action 
of evolutionary forces and transmission patterns, Individual choices (not 
necessarily conscious) will tend to increase rhe frequency of beliefs and 
attitudes that serve evolved goals. However, when the effect of evolved 
goals is weak, the chance that other population-level processes will play a 
role becomes greater. Group selection acting on cultural variation is one 
such process. Such processes may sometimes serve evolved goals. and 
other times not. Sociobiologists believe that select ion acting on genes wiiI 
tend to alter predispositions to ensure that culture does serve fitness goals, 
at least in the very long sun. However, in our view, the cost of the power- 
ful. general, decision-making predispositions necessary to ensure that 
culture always serves fitness goals i s  likely to be greater than tolerating some 
fitness-reducing cultural traits. Even in the long run, cultural organisms will 
still fact the ~rade-off between the infomation economizing virtue of 
social learning and the various costs implied by a degree nf blindness in 
imitation. 

When cuitural evolution is conceived of in these methodologically Dar- 
winian terns,  the relationship between cultural and genetic evolution is a 
ctxvoIutionary one. Ehrllch and Raven E19W in!roduced the term "coc- 
volution" to describe the evolutionary interaction between insects and their 
host plants. More recently, this tern has been applied to any situation in 
which evolutionary change of two or more species is  coupled (Futuyrna and 
Slatkin 1983, Chap. I ) .  The most interesting cases of cotvolutionary systems 
a r t  those in which the evolutionary trajectory of either one of a pair of species 
cannot be understood without considering the evolutionary trajectory of the 
other. For example, one cannot understand the evolution of poisonous plant 
compounds without considering  he evolving ability of insects to detoxify 
these compounds, and vice versa. 

The re1 ationship between genetic and culrumI evolution is coevolution- 



ary in two different senses.' On very Bong-time scales. the kinds of the 
genotypes that are favored by natural selection will depend on the kinds of 
cultural variants that characterize populations. Similarly, the kinds of cul- 
tural variants that qpread under the influence of both soeiobiolopical and 
nonsociobiolo~cal processes will depend on the genetic characteristics of 
the population as well as upon the environment. Thu~. we cannot understand 
cultural  change without knowing t h t  nature of penttieall y inherited prtdis- 
positions than affect which cultural lraits are adopted. Nor can we predict 
genetic chanee without understanding the kinds of beliefs and values that 
are present in a population. 

On shorter time scales, cultural variants. whose evolution is mainly 
controlled by evolved predispositions, will c t~vo lvc  with cultural variants 
whose evolution i s  mainly guided by nonsociobiological pwcrses.  For ex- 
ample, imptactical extremes of fashion in clothing may be limited or reversed 
by a return to fashion of clothes that are utilitarian, comfortable, and 
cheap. The evolution of many cultural traits will be stronply influenced by 
evolved goals. These traits will evollvt much as if they were under the in- 
fluence of natural selection; variants which best satisfy the evolved goals 
will increase in frequency. However, the kinds of variants which are per- 
ceived as satisfying evolved goal? will depend on many other cultural traits, 
including those that evolve under the influence of nonsociobiolo~cal pro- 
cesses may not increase the frequency of traits that satisfy evolved goals. 
Draper's paper in this issue is an excellent example of how cultural belief 
systems can affect decisions about behavior central to genetic fitness. in- 
cluding sexual activity, marriage patterns, and investments in offspring. In 
what follows we will refer to the coevolutionary process a t  both time scales 
as the coevolution of genes and culture. The reader should keep in mind 
that on short time scales it is the gene's agents-cultural traits under the 
strong influence of evolved predispositions-that are actually coevolving 
with other cultural traits that are affected more strongly by nonsociobiol- 
ogical forces. 

The following scenarios dl seem to us to be plausible outcomes of gene- 
culture coevolution for at least some sets of traits: 

Culture on a Genetic b a s h  

Some dorm of this scelrano is envisioned to be the most irnpottant one by 
human sociobiologists, As Lumsden and Wilson (1981, p. t 3) describe it: 

' We do not treat a third tvpe of coevolution explicitly in this papcr. although it i q  implied in 
our discutg~onr oTgroug~elcctcd cultural traits, when human societies become differentrated 
either rpat~allv la5 amonp hunters and ga the~rs )  or by w i a l  roler lar an compltlr < m i e t ~ c ~ ) .  
they mav c\olvc much like two ctparatc qpecrer ar far as culturn! tratts arc concerned-c.~.. 
C ~ I T C S  In romplcx vxrcl rc< ma% cvnlvc much l ~ k t  predators or parasite3 to increase their Stncft 
a( the expcnrc of ~ubord~nare clacqcs. The v~cr~mlzcd groups rnav In turn cvolvc bchavror< to 
min~rnlzc rhc burden o l  cl~ter, Sec McYc~ll r19: .  viil for a bnef discursion of I h ~ r  analo~v. 
Barkow lth15 irsurl discurqcr t h t ~  p m h l e m ~  under the rubric 'khtes appropriate.'" No formal 
Dammian rnodrl? have yet btcn congtructcd to examine thia problem. 



Over a period OF generations the population is unstable against invasion by 
genctic mutants that progmm epigenetlc rules biasing individuals toward 
asstmrlat~on ofrelar~vely adaptive Iculturgen] sets, The cpigenetlc rules will 
then tend ro channel copnltlve development toward certain cultusgens as 
opposed to others. . . . [Glener~c natural ~ e l e c t ~ o n  operates in such a way 
as l o  keep culture on a leash. 

Similar metaphors are invoked by a variety of writers. Durham ( 1  978) 
argues that culture will be kept '"on track" of genetic fitness, Alexander 
(1979, p. 79) that a cultural instruction must be a ''vehicle of eenetic rep- 
licators" and Barkow in this issue that an "elastic band" of psychological 
processes tend to pull cultures toward fitness-enhancing patterns. 

We have analyzed a number of theoretical models in which we assumed 
that inherited predispositions act to control cuftural evolution. As we de- 
scribed above, the basic outcome i s  just as adherents of the culture-on-a- 
leash scenario predict. The cultural variants that are favored by the rule do 
tend to prevail, and selection can optimize such rules with respect to genetic 
fitness. We think that these models are useful for understanding how a ca- 
pacity for culture would have arisen in an aculaural lineage. The culture-on- 
a-leash scenario nicely illustrates how selection on genetic predispositions 

- can take advantage of the special properties of cultural transmission to in- 
creage fj tness . 

Genes on a Cultural Leash 

While the culture-on-a-leash scenario undoubtedly captures an important 
part of the coevolutionary relationship between the two systems. it incorn- 
plete and thus misleading. When the interests of fwo species are strongly 
opposed, coevolution can become an "arms race."' For example, selection 
on a parasite species will favor better means for overcoming its host's de- 
fenses, while selection on the host will favor better defenses. Sometimes 
one species or the othcr will win such an arms race; parasires might tend to 
win arms races with their host because they typicatly have shortergenemtion 
times. Suppose that an antagonistic pattern of coevolution between genes 
and culture arose, and culture won an arms race, completely "domesticat- 
ing" penes. Such an outcome is certainly conceivable. 

Cultural evolution could come to control evolved predispositions in two 
ways. First, an a short time scale, cultural evolution may generate norms, 
ideobpy, and systems of reward and punishment that are capable of mis- 
leading, suppressing, and finessing evolved predispositions. The model out- 
lined in the appendix shows how a culturally inherited female preference for 
mating with culturally prestigioug. polygynous males can spread in a pop- 
ulation even when it lowers female fertility. Interestingly, even in the long 
run, genetic predispositions to comtcx for this sort of mating preference 
system will not necessarily evolve because of the success of prestige pre- 
ferring females' sons in the culturdly defined mating game. To take another 



example, piant modern military organizationr; appear to function by lapping 
men's capacities for loyalties to small groups of fellows (Keilett 19R2). Cul- 
aural evolution during the last 5,000 years has created systems &f militan 
organization that develop, in squad to regiment-~ized units, a sense of sol- 
idarity and willingness to enplape in acts of desperate courage. t he  capacity 
for which must have evolved In much simpler societies. Mass armies can 
be created and function well, but only by traditions of military organization 
that partlv use and p a d v  suppress predispositions that. by thernselveq, 
would disso!ve such armies into natural loyalty groups of tens to a few 
thousand men at most. The role of religious ideas in lturning human inael- 
lectual capacities and behavior to ?he service of perpetuating system5 of 
religious ideology was the point of our example of rewards in the afterlife. 
Campbell (t975, 1981) has eIaborated a hypothesis along these lines to ex- 
plain the development of urban civilizations on a psychological substratum 
adapted for much smaller scale societies. 

Second. on a longer time scale. culture is a source of decision mfes 
with potentially important genetic consequences. Cultural norms often spec- 
ifv what sort of a person 1s a suitable mate and what sorts OF behaviors 
deserve rewatdq and punishments. Cultural universals and near universals 
are likely to have been a part of the environment of human penes for so long 
as to have heen an important component of selection on genetic predispo- 
sitions. Barkow 119RO) discusses this general process under the rubric "ge- 
neric assimilation of culture"-e.~., the anatornv of the human vocal t n c t  
i s  a ~ene t i c  adaptation to life in a world where command of an elaborate 
svmholic communication svstern i s  important for survival and reproduction. 
A more controversial hut theoretically unproblernalic example is human al- 
truism. Even in the smallest-scale human societies that we know. food shar- 
ing and other examples of altruism (Kaplan and Hill 1985) are much better 
developed than in any other mammal. with the possibk exception of naked 
mole rats CJarvis 19R1). If our models indicating the relative ease with which 
culture can become goup  selected are reatistic, it may be that people have 
long lived in cultures where cooperation with diqtantly related individuals 
is common. Cultural rewards for acceptably sociable conduct, and punish- 
ment for the kinds of aggression common in most primate%, might have 
selected for individuals with a more docile temperament and a willingness 
to cooperate outside the immediate family. 

Selfish Memes and Epidemiological Models 

There need be no permanent winner in an antagonistic coevolution. an tnd- 
less "moving taqet" arms race i s  possible, as between many diseases and 
their hosts. One difference between the cu!tural and genetic inheritance sys- 
tems is that cultural t n i f 5  are acquired piecemeal from many individuals 
over a considemble period. This rather loorely intepmted system of inherit- 
ance is prone to produce cultural fragments that reproduce at the txpenrc 



of the individual'r othcr genetic and cultunl traits. Cavalli-Sforza and Feld- 
man (1981, p. 333 note the: formal resemblance of the spread of innovations 
and the spread of infections, and they adopt their descriptive terminology 
for varieties of cultural transrnisGon (vertical. oblique, horizontal) from ep- 
idemiology. An empirical study of the spread of heroin addiction describes 
the close resemblance of its dynamics to the spread of disease that requires 
intimate contact (Hughes and Crawford 19721. Addiction is spread along 
chains of close friends hip. Addicts remain infectious only in the early stapes 
of addiction, while the p1easurabte aspect of the drug still outweighs the 
manifest disability of advanced addiction. Only a limited population of sus- 
ceptible individuals is at risk of acquiring the addiction even if exposed. 
Many simple epidemiological principles probably apply t o  pathological cul- 
tural traits-eg., parents notice that the incidence of minor microbial in- 
fections and various obnoxious habits in chiIdren increase together when 
they tirsz go to school. Crowded ctassrooms of young susceptibles are the 
ideal environment for the spread of pathogens of both typer by horizontal 
transmission arnong the children! 

Dawkins' (1982) idea that evolution i s  best understowl from the point 
of view of the minimal selfish heritable unit is heuristic in this context. 
Because of the constraints of meiosis, mutant genes normally have little 
opportunity to increase their reproductive success at the expense of the rest 
of the genome. Nevertheless, segregation distorting and sex ratio distorting 
genes are known. Viral pathogens may evolve from broken fragments of 
DNA that acquire a means of horizontal transmission. The extensive non- 
coding DNA in eukaryotts might be a product of sclhsh, vertically Prans- 
mitted gents. 

The extensive imitation of nonparental individuals multiplies the op- 
portunity for this sort of pathology to arise in the c u l t u d  system. On the 
othcr hand. imitating only parenls considerably reduces the effectiveness of 
biased transmission based on evolved predispositions and has other cosfs 
(Boyd and Richersen 1985, pp. 188-190). Thus. reducing the possibility of 
cultutai pathogens arising by eliminating nonparental transmission would 
forego some of the most potent adaptive advantages ofcultural transmission. 
We speculate that a primary genetic and sceondaw cultural system of de- 
fense are required to manage the burden of cultural pathogens. Some evolved 
predispositions are like1 y adapted to protect humans from adopting patho- 
genic cultural traits, much as skin and mucous mernbmnes provide sulC- 
stantid protection from microbes-e.g., many pleasurable intoxicants are 
bad tasting or mildly sickening to the uninitiated. No doubt, our sensory 
machinery thus provides some defense against the use of such substances. 
But the transmirsion of cultural traits among peers especially leads to the 
potentid for rapid evolution of mechanisms to defeat such slowly evolving 
defenses. For example, a number of pathogenic cultural traits, such as smok- 
ing, drinhng, and heroin addiction, take advantage of evolved senses of 
pleasure as routes of infection. Tlhe reports of pleasure and proselytizing 



attitudes of the freshlv addicted can easily overcome the discomforts p r s  
duccd by one's firrt cigarette, the rough taste of whiskey, or the poke of a 
netdle in susceptible individuals. Evolving a genetic defense against such 
pleasure-producing substances would probably involve a slow and possibly 
costly reorpanitatlon of the nervous system to tlirninatc their pleasurable 
effects. Given the wide variety of natural toxicants that could k substituted 
for an obsolete one, defense a~ainst such pathologies requires some form 
of rapidly evolving protection analogous to the immune svstern. Empirically, 
the moral znrictures of religious belief, tnnsmitted mostly fmm parents to 
offspring, do seem to be effective in protecting youths from "victimless" 
cnmcs (Sensen and Erickson 1979). Also. older adults who havt survived 
"infection" by such traits. or who havt observed their destmctive effect in 
others. arc analogous to the recovered. immune class of standard epide- 
rnioIogieal models. Such recovered individuals likely tend to socialite their 
children and others against the deleterious practice. (Of course, unless path- 
ological ideas are lethal, they will also be transmitted vertically as Pone as 
they are present.) 

Genes and Culture as Obligate Mutualists 

The tremendous success of the human species suggests tliat the coevolution 
of  penes and culture i s  mostly mutualistic. This rnieht be the result of a 
genetic lea~h on culture keeping cultural variation perfectly domesticated. 
Rut a more complex scenario is also quite plausible. Support !hat the pro- 
cerses altowing culture a leash on penttic evolution also operate. Genetic 
fitnew may be improved by some changes in the cultural envitonrnent and 
improved still further if  changes in inherited predispositions encourage cul- 
tural changes In the same direction that initially improved genetic fitness. 
+hit would be the recipe for the evolution of a mutuali~m if we were speaking 
of fwo species, and the analogy with gene-culture coevolution is reasonablv 
apt. If each of the two leash scenarios is plausible cnoueh taken bv itself. 
that both can act together is an obvious deductive consequence. Certainly, 
the basic natural history o f  humans squares with this scenario; ma,jot flaws 
in either people's genes or their culture are extremely deleterious. There i s  
a division of lahor between the cultural and genetic systems of inheritance, 
bath furnishing inherited information that is essential to sunival and sepro- 
duction, We havt already alluded to what we think is the most fundamental 
reason for this division of labor-the cultural transmission system provides 
information cost economies in certain kinds of spal~allv and temporally vary- 
ing environments. This i s  an unusual division of labor no serve as the basis 
for a mutualism, although it bears a re~emb!anc.e to the mutualism of bacteria 
and plasmids where plasmids have been the vector for acquiring drug re- 
sistance in many types of bacteria. 

EFaboratEng our examples of the evolution of altmistic predispositions 
owing to proup selec~icln on cultural variation provides an illustralion of how 
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a mutualistic coevolution might work. The cultural leash favoring more al- 
truistic genetic predispositions lor providing the means to finesse selfish and 
neporistic ones) could very well increase genetic fitness by harvesting fruits 
of cooperation not directly accesstble to penes via kin selecrion and recip- 
rocal al~mism. From the cultural point of view, genes have been domesti- 
cated in the service of a group-selected cultural unit. However. from [he 
genetic point of view, selfish genes have merely used their leash on cultural 
evolution to concoct an efficient system to police a extensive, generalized 
system of reciprocal altruism. That is. a11 other things being equal. the ex- 
tensive cooperation in human societies ought to be susceptible to invasion 
by more selfish genotypes. eventually reduc~ng human sociality to something 
like the common primare norm. This invasion is prevented, in this scenario. 
by group-selected cultural norms that detect and penalize any such invading 
genotypes; genes a r t  rescued from their own Wobbesian tendencies by a 
cultural Leviathan-happily so, too, for the genetic leash on cultural e v e  
lvtion may well keep the Leviathan sufficiently benevolent to increase fitness 
substantially above what it would be in its absence. (The adaptive perfection 
implied here should be taken with a large grain of salt. Theoretical work to 
date on coevolutionary models suggests that coevolution does not always 
maximize fitness, and when it does maximize fitness, i t  may not maximize 
measures of  adaptedness like population size. See Roughgarden 1979, Chap. 
13; Slatkin and Maynard Smith 1979.) 

The basic natural history o f  the human species gives provisional support 
this view. Most of the great variety of niches that humans have exploifed 
during the last few tens of thousands of years have depended on cooperation. 
especially coopetalion between males and a division of labor, initially based 
on sex. Even in the simplest societies that we know of. these principles of 
social organization are elaborated quite  beyond the range of variation en- 
countered in other primates. Kinship and face-to-face pairwise reciprocity 
are important variables in human social organization. but hurnaq propensities 
to cooperate also seem to be extended in ways that are better predicted by 
cultural evolutionary models. 

4, CONCLUSION 

We regard the coevo1utionary view of human evolution presented in this 
essay as a friendly Darwinian amendment to ordinary sociobiological hy- 
potheses. To our consternation. chagrin, and confusion, we have sometimes 
been read as proposing that cultural evolutionary processes are independent 
OF the genetic cvolufionary process, Alexander (1939, p. 79) describes us as 
arguing 'that "their separate modes of inheritance lead to an uncoupling of 
their [generic and culrunl] directions of change." Barkow, in a draft version 
of his introduction to this symposium issue, classified us with others as 
viewing culture as a '*semi-independent ryFtern of inheritance." For similar 



characterizations see Daly ( 1  9821, Rinn and Alexander ( I  982). and Durham 
(19821. We do think that culture diffem in its evolutionary properties fram 
Fenes and lhat i t  plays an active role in human evolution, but we certainly 
do not view genetic and cultural evolution as ~enerally uncoupled. "Semi- 
independent" i s  perhaps clocer: the term captures the sense that penes and 
culture are mechanically distinct systems of inheritance. However. the mu- 
tual influence of penes (via evolvcd predispositions) and culture on one an- 
other  means that the coupling hetween the two inheritance systems is quite 
strong in all. of the coevolutionary scenarios sketched above. It is tme that 
coevolution with cultural processes can lead to evolutionary outcomes that 
seem quite odd from the point of view of simple deductions fram genetic 
fitness alone, but this is usually because interaction7 between the two sys- 
tems art stsonR. not weak.* 

Aside from confusion that we may have introduced by our descriptions 
of our model%, there is understandable reason to resist approaching the rc- 
lationship between genes and culture as generalized coevolution problem: 
Cocvolutionaty processes are intrinsically complex. and the theory neces- 
sary to understand them is more dificult than when only one "specier" is 
involved. We are on record as favoring the use of the simplest ugefuI models 
to explore even such complex topics. The question iq, what are the simplest 
useful models? When key evolutionary parameter5 tike the relative genetic 
fitness of different phenotypes depend on the frequency of cultural traits in 
a population. and when these cultural t ra i ts  evolve partly under the influence 
of nonsociobioIogical forces, attempts to use heuristic arguments based on 
fitness optimization are vew likely to founder. If the mutualistic and epi- 
demiological coevolutionary scenarios are as generally important as we be- 
lieve they are, it  will not be possible ta neglect there complexities. We hope 
that our own theoretical efforts demonstrate that useful proFess can be made 
with the  gene-culture coevolution problem. despite these complexities. We 
certainly d o  not advocate the nihilistic viewpoint that evolutionary inter- 
action between penes and cultute is hopelessly complex. Rather, we think 
that exciting, rapid progress in developing a Darwinian theov of human 
behavior along coevolutionary lines is likely, even if final anqwers to all 
controversial qucrtionr lie in the distant future. Recall that evolutionary 
biology is full of unsolved problems a century and a quaner after the O r i ~ i n .  

Dtspite having made the best apology we can for the dual inheritance 
view. we would lrke to end this essay with a plug for unvarnished ~ocio- 
biological reasonine in its several forms. We still know very little about the 
complexities of gene-culture coevolution and one of the most useful hy. 
pothesis-pen era tin^ techniques availahle is to ask what genetic fitness might 
have favored. setting some or all cultural complexities aside. Such hy. 

We do dcscrik one pmesr,  in which a certain ranpt of rymholic cultural variation might 
hevr real evolut~onary ~ndcpndcnct  (Boyd and Richcnon lqR.  pp. 273-2741. hut ( h i p  15  a 
rather ~pccla l  caw.  and 11 qhould be cornpletelv untmubl~ng to an onhodox me~oh~ologict. 
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pothtses serve thrct purposes. First, given that evolved predispositions art 
likely to k important in human behavior, a quite sipificant fraction of 
hurnan behavioral variation may be explained by such hypotheses. This is 
tspccidEy tme if culture is taken as given, or its effects removed by statistical 
controls, The work of Daly and Wilson reported in this issue is a promising 
example of such a use. Second, asking what sorts of cognitive capacities 
associated with cultural transmission and its control would maximize genetic 
fitness is a useful way to identify the evolutionary benefits of the cultural 
system for acquiring information. We have made extensive use of this tech- 
nique, and we applaud its similar use in empirical contexts as illustrattd by 
Cosrnides and Tooby's paper in this issue. Finally, the attempt to construct 
sweeping theories of adaptive funcrionalism on the model of dlexandtr's 
(1979) and Lurnsdefi and Wilson's (1981) efforts is also useful, at the very 
least, for comparative purpo~es; it is useful to have the implications of the 
most extreme genes-hold-the-leash models worked out as theoretical ref- 
erence points. We would only say that it is equally useful to have the im- 
piications of extreme cultural hypotheses worked out in the same detail for 
the same reasons. 

APPENDIX 

To see how culture can, in effect, domesticate the genome. consider the 
following very simple model. The essential feature of the model i s  that the 
evolution of a cultural trait that afTects female mate choice is under the 
control of a nonsociobio1ogical force. Mdcs art charactenzed by a cultural'l y 
transmitted trait that affects the proportion of their time and energy that 
they invest in cRiId rearing versus attaining a prestige roles, The tmit has 
two variants: ambitious individuals, and familial individuals. Ambitious in- 
dividuals devote more of their time and energy to achieving social promi- 
nence than do familial individuals; conversely, ambitious individuals invest 
less effort in raising their children. Females are characterized by a cultural 
trait that affects their choicm of husbandn. Ono kind of female prefer9 am- 
bitious males while the other kind is not affected by this particular male 
attribute and matts at random. We have adopted the fol1owing model of 
mate choice introduced by Seger (1985). 

Probability that husband i s  
Cultural variant 

- -  
of female Ambitlour Famil~nl 

M o r n  m I - m 
Rtfcmng m ( l + g ( l - m ) )  ( 1 - m ) / l - g m )  

where m is the frequency of ambitious males in the population of potential 



males females 

mate 
chofcs 

bml'les - y l t w * l  .*I*CNm 
fathers mathers 

males females 
RGmE 1. The l i  cycle assumed in the model ohthe evoIurion of female preference 
for prcstiplous malts. 

husbands, and the parameter g i s  a measure of the strength of the female 
preference. It can be interpreted as the probability that a female will choose 
an ambitious male when she is confronted with a choice between an am- 
bitious maIe and a familial one. 

These two traits are transmitted according to the life-cycle diagtsmmed 
in Figuse 1. Wc begin a generation just before mate choice when the fre- 
quency of ambitious males is m. and f is the frequency of prefesring females. 
There are four possible matings that occur with the frequencies given in the 
following table: 

Female Male Probability that mating occurs; 

M r r i n g  Ambitious M(A/P)  - fm(1 + ~ ( 1  - nr)) 
Rcftrr ing Familial M ( F / P )  = f[l - m)( l  - gm) 
Random Ambilious M(AIR) - (I - f )m 
Random Familial W F I R )  = (I - .fXl - m) 

We assume that polygyny is pssible. This means that, assuming that 
them arc equal numbers of males and females in the appropriate age classes, 
ambitious males wiIl have more than one wife, on the average, any time 
there are preferring females in the population. 
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Next we considerthe frequency of the male and female cuttural variants 
among children. Children acquire their initial cultural variants from their 
parents-bovs get their beliefs about the importance of attaining prestige 
roles from their father. and girls get their beliefs about what kinds of men 
make desirable husbands from their mothers. Because male belief< affect 
investment in offspring, the average number of children raised by each wife 
of an ambitious male (?FA) will be smaller than the average number of chi!- 
dren raised by wives of familial males 12FF). Thus the frequency of ambitious 
sans. m', is: 

Similarly. t he  frequency of preferring daughters. f 2 is: 

As they mature, children modify their beliefs by imitating prestigious 
adults-young men imitating prestigious men, and young women imitating 
the wives of prestigious men. There are a variety of plausible situations that 
could cause this to occur. For example, it could simply be an advertising 
effect-by investing in public prominence, ambitious men are simply more 
salient and therefore more likely to influence others. Or, in a "big man"' 
system, prestigious males might "buy" influence by accumulating wealth 
that is then d~stributed to others in return for influence. This is a highly 
nonsociobiological force in cultural evolution; for related models see Boyd 
and Richerson (1985, Chap. 83. We assume that people will adopt the belief 
of a prestigious role model with probability h and retain the bel~ef acquired 
as a child with probability 1 - h .  Then the frequency of the ambitious males 
after this second episode of cultural transmission, m", is: 

m" = ( I  - h)m'  + hm* (33 

where m" is the freqwency of ambitious males in prestige roles. Similarly, 
the frequency of prefemng females after cultural transmission, f", is; 

f" = (1 - h ) f ' *  hf* (4) 

where f *  is  the frequency of preferring females whose husbands occupy 
prestige roles. 

Because ambitious males invest mere in attaining prestige roles, they 
are more likely to be successful. In  particular, the probability that an am- 
bitious male attains a prestige role is V A ;  the probability for a familial male 
is V P ,  where VA > VF. Tben the frequency of ambitious males among pres- 
tigious men, me, is: 



and the frequency of prcftm'ng females among wives of prestigious malcs, 
f ", is: 

Combining equations (1)-(6) yields two recursions specifying how the 
various events in the life cycle of individuals change the frequency of am- 
bitious males and preferring females over the course of a single generation. 
What really interests us, however, i s  what happens in the tong run. One 
approach to answering this question is 2 0  find the values off  and m that art 
stable equilibria-i. t ., the frequencies of ambitious males and preferring fc- 
male that, once reached. will persist indefinite1 y. 

First consider a population in which there no ambitious males and no 
preferring females, i.e., when f = 0 and m = 0. This equilibrium is the 
result that one would predict based on ordinary Dawinian theory-selection 
should favor females who prtfer males who maximize female fecundity 
(Kirkpatrick 1985) and thus also familial malts. This equilibrium is unstable 
whenever 

This expression says that a pputation consisting of all familial mdes and 
random females will be stabk as lona as the effect of fecundity scltctlon 
weighted by the impwtancc of parents in cultutal tmnsmission is greater 
than the selection process that culls among potential prestigious individuals 
weighted by thr: :mprtance of prestigious individuals in cultural transmis- 
sion. If ambitiouti males atz much more likely to attain prestige positions 
than familial males, or if prestigious individuals play a large tole in eneul- 
turation, the equilibrium will be unstable. 

N e x t ,  consider a population that is all ambitious malts and all prcfeming 
females, i.b.. when f = 1 and m - I .  It turns out that this equilibrium is 
stable whenever the lint equilibrium is unstable, i,e., when inequality (7) i s  
satisfied. Thus. if an individual's attainment of prestigious roles is strongly 
affected by whether or not he is ambitious, or if prestigious people are im- 
portant in cut tud twnsmission. the long-run evolutionary result is one that 
would not be gtedipted based on Darwinian theory-females prefer males 
who reduce their fitness. 

One obvious response to this argument is that such an equilibrium is 
not tvolutionariFy stable. In the shon ntn. it will be t rded  by the action 
of evolved goals. Young females will look around and see that prestigious 
females have fewer children and choose not to marry ambitious men, and 
this will eventually lead malcs to chmse to be familial. In the longer run, 
natural selection will! favor genes that reduce the importance ofprestigiouir 
pcoplc in cultural transmission. The thing that makes this model interesting 
is  that this argument is not necessarily comct; anet this equilibrium is 
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reached, the preferring females have more grandchildren than those who 
mate at random as long as: 

This can occur because females who marry ambitious malts have ambitious 
sons who acquire more wives, When relation (8) is satisfied, this effect ov- 
erbaianccs the reduced fecundity due to the lower investment of ambitious 
males. Interestingly, Kirkpatrick ( 1985) has shown that this "sexy son'" 
effect cannot work for genetic evolution. We bclicve that it dms work here 
because of the effect of the nonsociobiological force due to selection during 
the attainment of prestige roles (modeled by Eq. 5 ) .  
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